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There are multiple ways you can browse and search the metadata standards in
METEOR.

To find your way around METEOR, head over to the search page. You can browse by sector by selecting the
registration authority you're interested in and the 'Standard' registration status, and leaving the search box blank.

If you know what you're looking for, search is still the way to go, only you can search on keywords and use the filters
provided to search by metadata type, status, registration date, and many other options.

You may find the lists of frameworks and indicator sets useful. METEOR also has object class specialisations and
property groups to help you with navigation.

You might find our Metadata management section helpful if you need more information about metadata standards
and registration authorities.

If you're not sure what type of metadata you're looking for, or the details of what they are, head over to the Learn
about metadata section of our website.
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